
Power
The politics and economics of renewable energy are society’s 
contemporary topicality par excellence; a market-driven urgency 
around which some of the most un abashed politicized lobbying 
is performed.

However, the technological savvy of wind, solar, hydro, tidal, 
geothermal, and biomass energy hold – without exception –  
no fundamental spatial intelligence. These technologies  
are commonly applied onto the most efficient territories or  
structures available. The spatial output is residual and 
secondary. The juxtaposition of all these individual decisions 
clutters exponentially the limited space at hand. Moreover 
policy guidelines related to the spatial application of renewable 
energy are chiefly defensive, passive and reluctant in their 
ambition. Behind this political lassitude lies – amongst others – 
a fundamental shortage of spatial and architectural imagination 
on how these new technologies can strengthen and steer  
near-future metropolitan landscapes.

For the 2016 fall semester we will focus on the social and 
spatial possibilities of massive energy production in dense 
and socially challenged areas; investigating how architectural 
strategies of energetic abundance can produce unseen yet 
fruitful concepts for metropolitan cohabitation. Our first testing 
site will be Brussels.

As a studio we are interested in educating future architects 
who understand that architecture is by definition a political 
practice, and that the architect must become a vigorous policy-
whisperer, if anything.Studio Swinnen ETH

The Energy Bonanza

Calendar 2016 Semester build-up
Week 1  24h intro exercise on massive  

energy typologies 
Week 2   Introduction energetic ecologies and  

networks, prof. Andy Van den Dobbelsteen 
(TU Delft)

Week 3   Site visit and context analysis/workshop
Week 4   Definition energetic pilot program Brussels  

– first policy iterations
Week 4–8 Design iterations + policy guidelines
Week 8   Intermediate crit (with Arno Brandlhuber  

and Barbara Campbell-Lange)
Week 9–13 Design iterations + policy guidelines
Week 14 Final review - the political project

Introduction: Tuesday 20.09.2016, 10:00,  
HIL Pavilion HIP C11, ETH Hönggerberg

Gastdozent: Peter Swinnen
Assistants: Philippe Nathan, Mélissa Vrolixs 

Places: 24 students – single work
For more information please visit the  
website www.einschreibung.arch.ethz.ch  
or email us at vrolixs@arch.ethz.ch
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